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ABSTRACT

Conversation is the primary ecology of language: the main context for language learning, socialisation, and change. Long thought to be either too messy to study linguistically or too culturally variable, recent years have shown promising developments in the cross-linguistic study of conversational structure. Many documentation projects now collect at least some conversational data, and for larger languages there are often multiple corpora of social interaction available. Yet data is nothing without solid methods and relevant research questions. This course provides students with theories and methods to make sense of conversational structure and to study it cross-linguistically. It combines insights from linguistic typology and conversation analysis and reviews some of the key findings in the emerging field of pragmatic typology, the comparative study of systems of language use and the principles that shape them. Starting from basic structural features of social interaction (including turn-taking, sequence organisation and repair), the course provides students with the conceptual foundations, analytical tools and practical methods for the systematic comparative study of conversational structure.
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